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Learning the Land takes Grade 7 students through a process in which they discover the workings of native
prairie ecosystems and the changes that have occurred within a context of Traditional Culture and
Knowledge. They will learn about interactions within ecosystems that put species at risk of extinction and
ways that they can contribute to solutions that conserve native prairie for all its inhabitants.
Traditional Knowledge provides insights that are unique and important. Knowledge that has been accumulated
over the generations can be used to assess or improve the health of native prairie ecosystems and to document
the changes that have occurred. Traditional Knowledge also gives direction as to how we should live our lives
and treat the Earth.

Students create a wall
mural that shows
interactions among
Species-at-Risk, native
prairie and humans.

Students learn
about native prairie
from Elders,
Learning the Land
facilitator and guest
speakers.

Students go on a
field trip with Elders,
community members
and Learning the
Land facilitator to
collect data on native
prairie health and
give thanks.

Students go on field
trips with Elders to
learn about their
relationship with
native prairie.

Start
Program

Students learn more
about their
connections to
native prairie from
Elders.

Students participate
in stewardship
activities and
educational trips to
native prairie sites.
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The Role of Elders
The engagement of Elders is essential to the success of this program. The situation in each school will be unique and
guidance should be sought as to how best to maximize the involvement of Elders in all the activities.
Not only can Elders provide information about the relationships of native plants and animals to their habitats and the
changes that have occurred in prairie ecosystems, they can teach students about stewardship and spiritual
relationships with the land. Elders can also provide technical help in the field in identifying plants and teaching
students about their uses and significance as well as other practical skills.
The wisdom of Elders is quickly being lost to time. An important component of Learning the Land is for students to
record, with permission, the Elders words and stories about native prairie so that their guidance will be there for
generations to come.
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Keys to Success
Foundational Elements
Teaching the foundational elements is critical to the success of the Learning the Land program. Provide as many
opportunities as possible for Elders and other Knowledge Keepers to participate in these teachings.
Respect is the first foundational element. Just as people must respect each other if they are to get along, so must
people respect the land if environmental problems are to be solved. The idea of land stewardship arises from Respect
and Love. Teaching respect for the land through the Circle of Life involves teaching about Behavior, Trust, Caring and
Sharing.
Observance is the second foundational element. Students don’t have the attention span that they used to have. Our
wonderful digital age provides unmeasurable benefits but it comes at a cost—we are less observant of the natural
world around us that provides our basic and spiritual needs. When we don’t pay attention to our supporting
ecosystems, it becomes so easy for them to come to harm. Spending time outdoors hones observational skills and
teaches Patience, Introspection and Empathy.

Mind Mapping
Teaching students about ecosystems is challenging. A seemingly infinite number of abiotic and biotic
interactions can occur forming complex patterns. A useful technique to help clarify the connections is mind
mapping.
Mind mapping exercises occur in:
Unit 1 Lesson 1: Imaging the Land
• introductory level
• A class mind map followed by individual mind maps drawn on a field trip
Unit 2 Lesson 1: The Winged Ones Are Messengers
• Intermediate level
• Individual mind maps followed by a small group mind map used to design a poster
Unit 2: Lesson 2: Tracking Prairie
• Advanced level
• Collaboration: Class and small group mind maps used to create the class mural project

Small Group Work and Cooperative Learning
The future will be challenging. Earth’s ecosystems are strained. People need to learn to work together in groups in
order to solve ecological problems. Students should engage in cooperative learning during small group work so they
can practise accountability, responsibility, social skills and interdependency. Use online resources to help you guide
your students through this learning process.
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Unit 1 Lesson 1: Imaging the Land
Create mind maps and frame questions about native prairie.
Word Wall
Supported Outcomes and Indicators: IE7.1a, b, c, d IE7.2c, g IE7.4d
Native prairie

Materials: Learning the Land Resource Kit:
•
•
•
•

Teacher’s PowerPoint Slides 1-18
Whiteboard or chalkboard (coloured chalk)
Clipboards for each student (for the field trip)
Paper and pencils (coloured pencils or markers to add emphasis, design or illustration)

Skills: Critical and creative thinking
Repertoire: Discussion, mind mapping, analysis
Group Size: Class, individual work
Prep-Time: 10 minutes
Duration of Activity: 30 minutes class time; 1 hour or more on the field trip

Preparation: Read the Teacher’s Notes for background information

Teacher’s Notes
Native prairie are the grassland ecosystems that covered the land before colonization, supporting
hundreds of thousands of bison that kept the grasslands healthy by eating excess vegetation that would
smother the grasses and spreading dung for fertilizer. First Nations have been part of these ecosystems
since the grasslands began forming after the last ice age. They needed to understand the ecological
interactions that occurred in the native prairie in order to survive and so acquired a great deal of
knowledge and respect for the land.
Students will be exploring the native prairie, learning how it works and how it relates to themselves and
their communities. It is important to convey that human communities are part of ecosystems—not apart
What’s
Our Learning
Focus…
To discover
the connections
that
students,
their communities and native
from them.
First Nation
cultures
and traditions
emphasize
thislink
holistic
concept.
prairie
What I’m Looking For…A record of the interactions that are observed on the field trip that show relationships
of ecosystem components to each other and to individual students and First Nations heritage.
This Is Because… First Nations and native prairie have a shared history and shared future.
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How Do We Do It?
In the Classroom before the Field Trip:
Ask students to think about native prairie. What is it? What would you see there? How do these things
interact? How do you interact with native prairie (stories, experiences, spiritual connections)? Does native
prairie face any threats?
Show PowerPoint slides 3-8 of various landscapes. Ask students to identify them as native, non-native or a
mix of both. Identify abiotic and biotic ecosystem components in each photo.
Show PowerPoint slide #9 “A mind map visually organizes information.” Discuss the construction of a mind
map.
Construct a map mind on the board that incorporates student knowledge about native prairie. Have a
student write “Native Prairie” or draw a quick sketch of it in the center of the board. Other students then add
features based on an ongoing class discussion as to how to link information and how to add clarity and
emphasis. Some rearrangement may be necessary.
Have students study the mind map. What components attract their attention and provoke an interest in
learning more about those components? The class mind map provides practise for the mind maps students
will draw on the field trip. They will also use “Native Prairie” as the center for those maps.
Take a photo of the class mind map so that it can be compared to the ones students make on the field trip.
Tell students they will use five methods to gather information for their mind maps on their field trip. Some of
these methods can be used concurrently. Ask students to explain the meaning of each method.

Five Observational Methods
1. Look Far, Look Big
Look at vistas of land and sky and their interactions; think of time and seasons passing.
2. Look Close, Look Small
Look for the very small things that require nose-to-the-ground viewing – insects, small plants,
tracks, scats—there’s lots to be seen.
3. Don’t Look: Smell, Hear and Feel
Encourage your students to engage all their senses—don’t just rely on sight. Smells, sounds and
textures all relay a wealth of information about the ecosystem. Closing eyes while using this method can
enhance the experience.
4. Look Within
Sit still for 10 minutes alone (students should not be within talking distance of each other). What is
observed? What thoughts come to mind?
5. Look to Others
Elders, parents, teachers, community members and fellow students can provide valuable
information that can be added to the mind map.
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On the Field Trip:
On the field trip, use the Five Observational Methods to provide focus and guidance for the mind maps. You
may wish to have students draw a preliminary mind map sketch in the field that they can use to produce a
final copy in class that can be displayed in the classroom. This way students are spending more time looking
and learning on the field trip as opposed to looking at paper.
Opportunities may exist for students to record Elders’ Knowledge. Make videos and audio recordings
if permissible. Don’t let these opportunities pass by.
Take pictures of the field trip and create a photo collage for the classroom.
In the Classroom after the Field Trip:
Arrange the student mind maps on a display board. Have students give brief explanations about their mind
maps. Analyze the similarities and differences among the representations. Compare the mind maps to the
original one from the board and again analyze the similarities and differences. Again ask what components
attract their attention and provoke an interest in learning more about those components?
Let’s Do More…
Students can draw or paint a picture of native prairie on the field trip as part of Grade 7 Fine Arts. “Place” is
the theme.
Progress Monitoring
Teacher Reflection and Observation
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Unit 1 Lesson 2: Code of Honour
Create a personal code of conduct for field trips on native prairie.
Supported Outcomes and Indicators: IE7.1d, IE7.2d
Materials: Paper and pencils (coloured pencils or markers to add design or illustration)
Skills: Critical thinking, personal and social development
Repertoire: Class discussions, Think-Pair-Share

WORD WALL
Stewardship
Respect

Group Size: Class, pairs, individual work
Prep-Time: 10 minutes
Duration of Activity: 30-45 minutes
Preparation: Read the Teacher’s Notes for background information.
Teacher’s Notes

Approximately 80 percent of native prairie in Saskatchewan is now gone. This loss of habitat has
been devastating to many native species of plants and animals. Even the remaining remnants of
prairie are becoming more fragmented and threatened by resource development, agriculture, urban
sprawl and invasive non-native plants (familiar examples may be dandelions and Canada Thistle –
both from Europe). Other threats to native prairie ecosystems are more personal in nature. Off-road
vehicles are a popular but they can leave scars on native prairie that last for many decades,
accelerating erosion and providing habitat for invasive non-native plants. Littering contributes to
habitat destruction and the death of native prairie species.

Stewardship means caring for something wisely so that it will be there for the generations to come.
Stewardship of native prairie means keeping the prairie healthy for all the species that depend on these
ecosystems for survival. Respecting the land and accepting responsibility are important aspects of
stewardship.

What’s Our Learning Focus… To practise respect and responsibility; to take personal actions to protect
the health of native prairie

What I’m Looking For The reasons why personal actions are important to native prairie health
This Is Because There is very little native prairie left in Saskatchewan so we need to look after it.
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How Do We Do It?
In the Class Room before the Field Trip:
Class Discussion:
Ask students to close their eyes and imagine they are on their field trip. What interactions are they having
with the native prairie? What is affecting the students? How are the students affecting the prairie?
Use the following examples to supplement their answers:
• They will breathe in oxygen that has been produced by the native plants and breathe out carbon
dioxide that the plants will use to grow
• Their body weight will compress the soil and break plants just as large animals do as they move
across the prairie
• They may shiver from cold winds or sweat if it’s hot.
• Their presence will affect the behaviour of animals
• They will think and learn about the things they see, hear, smell, feel and do
The interactions can be beneficial, neutral or damaging. Respecting the native prairie means minimizing
damaging effects and maximizing beneficial effects.
Think-Pair-Share:
What personal actions can support or harm native prairie health as we interact with native prairie? How can
we visit our field site without causing harm to the land or to the plants and animals that live there? How can
we show respect for the land? Pairs of students brainstorm to create two lists: one for supportive actions and
one for harmful actions.
After sharing their lists, expand on them if needed by asking leading questions about the following harmful
actions so that they are included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Littering: plastic bags smother plants, animals get their heads stuck in cans, fishing line, twine and
plastic ring can holders strangle animals; litter is eaten and plugs digestive tracts
Trampling, breaking or picking plants for no reason: plants can’t reproduce; cover is lost for animals.
(Contrast with carefully harvesting various plants during certain seasons for specific purposes as
Elders and others may do.)
Killing insects, spiders, mice and other small animals that are not causing harm to students (They are
all important parts of food chains and contribute to native prairie health)
Capturing snakes, frogs and other small animals in ways that they are injured (Catch gently and
release soon after or better still, just watch them.)
Disturbing nests: taking eggs or making trails to nests that predators will follow after you leave
Chasing or harassing animals: babies get separated from their parents or are abandoned; animals get
injured and stressed.
Making loud noises: scares animals away and they can’t do the things that they need to do in order to
survive. (The more quiet students are, the more they will see and learn.)
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Individual Assignment:
Students create personal Code of Honours for behaviour on field trips to native prairie. These may be
embellished with designs or illustrations.
On the Field Trip:
Students should bring their Codes of Honour with them on field trips.
In the Class Room after the Field Trip
Have students review their Codes of Honour and check the items that they followed. Was creating a Code of
Honour useful? What would be different on the field trip if students had not reflected on how they would
interact with the native prairie ecosystem?

Let’s Do More
Mind maps can also be created on computers and there are many great programs available but ensure that
students’ creativity is not lost in the process.

Progress Monitoring
Teacher Reflection and Observation
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Unit 2: Winter
In the classroom, students learn about the relationships among Species-at-Risk
birds, native prairie ecosystems and people through two project-based
activities and from visitors to the classroom.
Participants: Students, teachers, Elders, parents and guest speakers

About Winter Activities
Project-Based Activities

SAR Lottery
Chips

Lesson 1: The Winged Ones Are Messengers
Lesson 2: Tracking Prairie

Lesson 1 in this unit starts with students discovering the lottery chips of the 4 SAR birds placed all over the
classroom. This will allow students to form 4 groups based on whatever Species-at-Risk (SAR) bird lottery chip
they found.
Groups of students learn about these birds by organizing the information on the Species-at-Risk Cards as
mind maps. The mind maps are used to design informational posters that illustrate the ecological interactions
that affect their survival. Leave it up to luck to determine which group will display a particular bird on their
poster as it is determined by lottery!
The displays provide practise for the second project-based activity in Lesson 2 in which the groups work
together to create a large mural showing abiotic and biotic interactions that occur on native prairie. Luck also
enters the picture here as the student groups draw for Native Prairie Ecosystem Cards that provide
information about interactions they will display on the mural.
Both project-based activities are enriched by the inclusion of Traditional Knowledge that illustrates First
Nation ecological and cultural interactions with native prairie. Ensure Elders are informed about the content
of the activities so that they can determine how they will choose to contribute to student knowledge.
Encourage students to incorporate this knowledge into posters or the mural. Finish off this unit with an
invitation to parents and other community members to come to the school and view the students’ work!
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Unit 2 Lesson 1: The Winged Ones Are Messengers
Learn about Species-at-Risk (SAR) birds and their interactions with the native prairie ecosystem.
Supported Outcomes and Indicators: IE7.4d
Materials: From Learning the Land Resource Kit:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 set of laminated Species-at-Risk Bird Tracks
4 Species-at-Risk Lottery Chips
Teacher’s PowerPoint Slides 9-12
12 Species-at-Risk Cards (also online versions)
Paper, pencils, coloured pencils
Materials to make four posters

WORD WALL
Species-at-Risk
Forb
Invertebrate

Skills: Critical thinking, collaborative learning
Repertoire: Small group work, mind mapping
Group Size: Class, four groups
Prep-Time: 20 minutes
Duration of Activity: 2-3 hours over several days
Preparation: SSH! THIS IS A SURPRISE. DO THIS INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY BEFORE DISCUSSING THIS
LESSON PLAN WITH YOUR STUDENTS. Place the bird lottery chips in various odd or partially hidden locations
in the classroom for students to find. Read the Teacher’s Notes for background information.
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Teacher’s Notes
The loss of approximately 80 percent of native prairie has resulted in a number of native plants and
animals becoming Species-at Risk (SAR) of extinction. Students will learn about four of these species: the
Greater Sage Grouse, the Burrowing Owl, the Piping Plover and Sprague’s Pipit.
All the SAR birds walk rather than hop as suits ground-nesting birds that live in grasslands rather than
forests. Each of these birds have a unique foot shape which illustrates how it interacts with the
environment.
A Greater Sage Grouse has a sturdy chicken-like foot with broad toes that can support weight and walk
long distances. In winter, the feathered feet act like snowshoes and help retain heat.
A Burrowing Owl has a predator’s foot with sharp talons to catch its prey. Owls generally have three
toes pointing forward and one pointing back but they are able to swivel one of the forward pointing
toes backwards. This arrangement gives them even better grip on their prey.
A Piping Plover has a runner’s foot as it hunts for invertebrates by sight along rocky or sandy shorelines.
The hind toe is small. This reduces friction on the ground so the plovers can run quickly after their prey.
Their toes turn inward when they walk.
A Sprague’s
Pipit hasFocus…
a walking
with three
forward
and
longnative
back prairie
toe for birds
counter-balance.
What’s
Our Learning
Tofoot
understand
thetoes
habitat
needs
of afour
and how human
Most have
smallaffected
birds have
short
legs so they hop – this takes the least amount of energy. A pipit has longer
actions
their
survival.
legs so walking is easier.

What I’m Looking For…An attention-grabbing poster or display that clearly illustrates interactions that the
Forbs
plants,
than ecosystem
grasses (which
have specialized wind-pollinated flowers) that die down to
four
SARare
birds
haveother
with their
and humans
the ground each year. They may be annuals, biennials or perennials. Many forbs have pretty flowers but
some like horsetails have none.
This
Is Because… If we don’t understand how these birds became Species-at-Risk, it will be difficult to help
them survive.

How Do We Do It?
Begin when students notice that there are bird lottery chips around the classroom. Ask that they each try to
find one chip and find the other students who found chips representing the same bird and group themselves
accordingly.
Tell students that the bird lottery chips come from birds classified as Species-at-Risk or SAR for short.
Populations of native prairie birds are declining faster than other populations of birds that live in different
North American habitats. Some birds have adapted well to the changes that colonization has brought. For
example, crows are plentiful, feasting on road kills and eating leftover food and invertebrates exposed by
farmer’s ploughs. Other birds, like the four birds they will be learning about are not doing well at all.
Show PPT Slide #10 “Match the lottery chips to these birds.” Students find a lottery chip card representing 1
of 4 targeted Species-at-Risk (SAR) birds.
Show PPT Slide #11 Discuss the at-risk categories and definitions of Saskatchewan's wild Species-at-Risk.
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Show PPT Slide #12 Introduce The Big Idea.

The Big Idea
First Nations and native prairie have both suffered great losses. First Nations are strengthening as they
reaffirm their cultural heritages and chart their own futures. Native prairie continues its decline. Can it be
strengthened or will more native prairie species disappear without most people even knowing that they
existed in the first place?

The Big Idea: Lead a discussion on The Big Idea using the following questions.
What colonization history is shared by First Nations and native prairie?
•

Both have been fragmented by colonization and marginalization. Native prairie is considered to be
“unimproved land” according to some land classifications. Native Prairie lands and Indigenous
cultural elements such as languages have been in decline since settler colonization began.

What are signs that First Nations are strengthening?
•

Cultural and educational events and institutions are growing, land use plans are being implemented,
Elders are more respected, and community involvement is growing

What signs do you see that shows that native prairie is declining?
•

Roads, agriculture, cities, towns and acreages, resource and recreational use, pollution, etc.

So what? Why should we care about some little animals that most people don’t even know exist?
•

Various answers

What can be done about it?
•

Ensure that these Species-at-Risk are not forgotten by learning about them and their habitat needs.
Teach others so all can live in harmony with Nature.

The Big Draw: Divide students into four groups based on the lottery chip SAR birds they’ve found. This
determines which bird each group will feature on a poster. The group acquires the bird name as their group
name. It is probably beneficial to keep the groups intact for the duration of the program to encourage teambuilding skills.
Picking the Cards: Randomly arrange the 12 Species-at-Risk Cards on a table with the “Who Am I?” side
facing upward. Taking turns, groups select the three cards that describe their bird. (If incorrect, the card is
left faced down for next turn.)
Use the following procedure:
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A Three-Step Procedure for Sharing Knowledge about SAR Birds
1. What I Know, What I Learn
Each student in a group uses his or her background knowledge and information from the three Speciesat-Risk Cards (both sides) to construct an individual mind map about the assigned bird. It should contain
information about habitat needs and threats as well as information about the relationship of the bird to
the student. (Review PowerPoint Slide #9 on mind mapping techniques first.)

2. What I Bring, What We Build
The group meets and shares the individual mind maps. Similarities and differences among the maps are
discussed. A group mind map that combines the most important information from the individual maps is
constructed. This doesn’t need to take much time. This mind map becomes the plan for a large
informational poster (or display) that teaches others about the SAR bird and the threats it faces.
The bird’s name or picture should be located at the center of the poster and information should radiate
out from it, just like on a mind map. Information about the relationship of the group to the bird should
be included. Textboxes can be added. Use visual techniques to organize and emphasis information.
3. What We Share
Each group develops a short presentation that explains the information on the poster to the rest of the
class.

Let’s Do More…
Progress Monitoring
Teacher Reflection and Observation
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Unit 2 Lesson 2: Tracking Prairie
Design a wall mural to show native prairie ecosystem interactions.
Supported Outcomes and Indicators: 1E7.1c, 1E7.2g, i, j, 1E7.3b, h, 1E7.4d
Materials: From Learning the Land Resource Kit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Species-at-Risk Lottery Chips
Teacher’s PowerPoint Slides 13-17
20 Species-at-Risk Cards (also online versions)
Molecule Masters
Paper, pencils, coloured pencils
Large sheets of paper and paint to make a background for
the mural
Materials to make models for the mural (coloured paper
and strings, light-weight craft supplies, materials from
home, dried plants, etc.

WORD WALL
Grade 6 Review

Organisms
Invertebrates
Crustaceans Aquatic
Terrestrial
Rodents

Dung

Skills: Collaborative learning, analysis, creative expression
Repertoire:
Native Prairie Ecosystem
Card Topic

Card
Numbers

Teaching Sequence and Repertoire

Food Webs

1a-1d

Cycles of Matter

2a-2d

Ecosystem Interactions

3a-3d

Threats

4a-4d

Stewardship

5a-5d

Lottery, Group Work (classifying and matching, web map,
mural project)
Class Work (PowerPoint discussion, mind map), Lottery,
Group Work (mind map, mural project)
Class Work (matching, mind map), Lottery, Group Work
(mind map, mural project)
Class Work (mind map), Lottery, Group Work (mind map,
mural project)
Class Work: (Oral Reading), Lottery, Group Work (mural
project)

Group Size: Four groups
Prep-Time: Mural background: about two hours for student volunteers
Duration of Activity: Variable – about 8-10 hours over two weeks
Preparation:
The Mural Background
Cover a large wall with paper (attach securely). Have student volunteers paint a large simple view of a cross
section of native prairie. It should have a shallow lake (or river), sky, grass, the soil below and a bit rocky
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material below that. The grass should have the greatest area as this is where most of the models will be
displayed. No other objects should be drawn.

What’s Our Learning Focus…To identify the interactions of the land, plants, animals and people in native
prairie ecosystems

What I’m Looking For… A beautiful, interesting mural that will make people stop and want to learn about
their connections to native prairie

This Is Because…We can help take care of native prairie if we understand what keeps it healthy or causes its
decline.

How Do We Do It?
Overview
There are five sets of Native Prairie Ecosystem Cards. Groups will be assigned a card from each set by lottery.
The topics on the cards are the topics for the mural projects that the groups create.
Three sets of topics use mind maps as plans for the projects. These mural projects consist of central topics
with radiating lines organizing the information, fashioned from strings, labels and other light-weight objects
that are attached to the mural.
Students should integrate organizational methods and design elements from mind mapping into all the mural
projects. (Review PowerPoint Slide #9 on mind mapping techniques.) The projects should be easy to
understand and visually pleasing.
As the mural grows, connections can be made between different mural components, connecting them with
string and labels to show the interactions. All possible connections can’t be shown as there are too many.
Don’t get bogged down by string!
Pointers for Success
• Study the mural carefully to determine where a project should be placed so it can interact easily with
projects that are already up.
• Space is good; don’t scrunch everything up.
• If better ways of organizing information are discovered at any stage, it’s fine to change the plan.
• Use string and yarn of different colours and thicknesses for branches and other connecting lines.
• Labels, drawings, photos, symbols and small lightweight objects like dried plants, small models or
small posters can be attached
• Use text wisely – just enough to give clarity to the components and relationships.
• Use color to draw attention or add understanding, but not so much that it becomes distracting—it
should mean something.
• Make it creative and fun!
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Sharing
• After each set of topics has been developed as mural components, ask each group to explain their
contribution to the rest of the class and how it fits in with the rest of the mural
• When the mural is complete, the class should organize a presentation to explain the features of the
mural to parents and other interested community members.

Lesson Details
Food Webs 1a-1d
The Big Draw: Hold up the first Food Web Card. Have anyone draw a Species-at-Risk Lottery Chip from the
container. The group that has that bird’s name (from Lesson 1) gets the card. Draw for the rest of the cards in
the same way.
Group Work: Group must figure out the diets of the featured organisms on their Food Web Cards. Students
may need to reference books or on-line sites. Check their answers using the answer keys at the end of this
lesson.
Review food chain terms (producer, consumer, herbivore, omnivore, carnivore, scavenger) using PowerPoint
Slide # 13 “Food Webs 1-4.” Groups will classify their food web organisms by writing the correct terms under
each picture on their cards.
Groups construct food webs containing all the organisms on their cards. They should spend a little time
arranging them so there is a minimum of crossed lines. This activity can be done on paper or on computer.
The food web is then recreated on the mural. Drawings or photos of the organisms should be used and
organisms should be labelled as not all of them will be familiar to everybody.
Can some of the food webs be linked to make a larger food web?
Cycles of Matter 2a-2d
Class Work: Teaching about matter and energy is difficult. The processes can be hard to conceptualize as they
take place at molecular levels, something not seen. Space-filling models of atoms and molecules are used
here and in the next two sets of cards to give substance to these objects. The colours are standardized for
this type of model so oxygen is always red and nitrogen blue, making it easier to understand the structure of
compounds.
Explain PowerPoint Slides 14-15 “Particle Model of Matter” and “Abiotic and Biotic Compounds” The
particle model is introduced in Science 7: Mixtures and Solutions.
Show PowerPoint Slides 16-17 “Photosynthesis” and “Respiration.” Notice the balance: the same number of
different atoms on each side. Notice how energy is transferred and how respiration is the reverse of
photosynthesis. You may wish to refer back to these as parts of these processes appear in the Cycle of Matter
Cards.
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Project the first Cycle of Matter card. Give students time to read it. Sketch a class mind map about the
information on the card. Do this quickly with just lines and labels that can be erased and rearranged if
needed—this is a type of brainstorming. Repeat this process with the next three cards. Save or take pictures
of these maps
The Big Draw: Hold up the first Cycle of Matter Card and proceed with the lottery as before.
Group Work: Groups use the class mind map as a starting point for a more detailed mind map that will direct
the design of their mural project which they then construct. Use the Molecule Masters so students can print,
cut out and use the molecules as part of their projects if they wish.

Ecosystem Interactions 3a-3d
Threats 4a-4d
Class Work: Project the first card of a set and proceed as before to sketch class mind maps for each card.
(Ecosystem Interactions 3b: Plant Litter has a table for the class to fill out based on the information in
the text. The answer key is at the end of this lesson.)
The Big Draw: According to previous instructions
Group Work: According to previous instructions
Stewardship 5a-5d
Class Work: The four Stewardship Cards stories are read out loud by you or students to the class. After
each story is read, lead a discussion about the threats to native prairie are mentioned in the story and
what some solutions might be that would end the threats. Discuss what the main characters could do to
mitigate their dilemmas?
The Big Draw: According to previous instructions
Group Work: The group develops a stewardship message that includes the card topic and addresses a
threat mentioned in the story. The message is added to the mural.

Let’s Do More
Progress Monitoring
Teacher Reflection and Observation
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Answer Keys
Native Prairie Ecosystem Cards: Food Webs 1a-1d

Food Web 1
Organism
Burrowing Owl
Blue Grama
Great Plains Toad

Diet

Bison
American Badger
Dung Beetle
Human

small rodents, large insects, a few amphibians and snakes
sun, air, water, soil nutrients
young algae, some dead aquatic invertebrates or dead tadpoles adult ground
beetles, ants
grasses and forbs
small rodents, ground-nesting birds and eggs, snakes, large insects, dead animals
dung, dead plants and animals, roots
bison, other plants and animals

Food Web 2
Organism

Diet

Piping Plover
Green Algae
Freshwater Shrimp
Dragonfly
Northern Leopard Frog
Yellow Perch
Human

aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates
sun, air, water, soil nutrients
dead aquatic plants and invertebrates, algae
young aquatic invertebrates, small tadpoles adult terrestrial invertebrates
young algae, living and dead aquatic plants, some dead aquatic invertebrates or
dead tadpoles adult insects, spiders, worms, snails, small amphibians
crustaceans, aquatic insects, fish
yellow perch, other plants and animals

Food Web 3
Organism

Diet

Western Sage Grouse
Silver Sagebrush
Saskatoon
Mule Deer
Coyote
Mosquito
Human

sagebrush, forbs, a few insects
sun, air, water, soil nutrients
sun, air, water, soil nutrients
grass, forbs, twigs and branches of woody plants
mammals like deer, rabbits and rodents, birds, frogs, snakes, dead animals,
sometimes large insects, a few berries
young algae adult nectar blood
saskatoon, mule deer, other plants and animals

Food Web 4
Organism

Diet

Sprague’s Pipit
Needle-and-Thread
Indian Breadroot
Grasshopper
Richardson Ground Squirrel
Eastern Yellow-bellied Racer
Human

terrestrial insects
sun, air, water, soil nutrients
sun, air, water, soil nutrients
grasses, forbs
grasses, forbs, a few large insects
large insects, frogs, snakes, small rodents, ground-nesting birds
Indian breadroot, other plants and animals
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Native Prairie Ecosystem Cards: Ecosystem Interactions 3b
Action
Wind blows away the soil.

Condition of Grassland
Grassland with Litter
Grassland without Litter
✓
✓

Rain washes away the soil.
Water has time to soak into the soil.
Water runs off too quickly to soak into
the soil.
Decomposers and other organisms have
a habitat.
Grass buds at the surface are protected
from cold or drought.
Soil stays warmer in the winter
Soil stays colder in the summer

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Unit 3: Spring
Students apply what they have learned about native prairie to assess the
health of a local native prairie site.
Participants: Students, teachers, Elders, parents and other community
members, along with Learning the Land Program Facilitator

About Spring Field Trips
How wonderful it is to be outside after a long cold winter! Take your students on a field trip when new
growth is vibrant and the birds are returning from the south. In Lesson 1 Taking Measure, students create
their own field sheet to collect quantitative and qualitative data on the field trip. Be sure to include
stewardship activities such a bringing a litter-free lunch or snacks or cleaning up litter. Respect for Nature
should be expressed. Consult with your class as to how this can be done.
Consult with Elders or other community members who may wish to provide some activities or instruction on
the field trip.
Use Appendix 1: Pointers for Successful Field Trips and Appendix 2: Protocols for Visiting Habitats of Sensitive
Species as aids for planning your field trip.
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Unit 3: Lesson 1 Taking Measure
Design field sheets to record data on native prairie health.
Outcomes and Indicators: 1E7.2f, g, h, 1E7.4e
Materials: Computers or paper and pencils
Skills: Analytical thinking
Repertoire: Group work

Group Size: full class, four groups
Prep-Time: None
Duration of Activity: 1 hour

Preparation: None
What’s Our Learning Focus…To design field sheets for collecting data on factors that affect native prairie
health

What I’m Looking For…Well-organized field sheets that have spaces for data that is measured with
instruments and for data that is descriptive

This Is Because…It is important to have good records of native prairie conditions that can be used in the
future so we understand when those conditions change.

How Do We Do It?
If students create their own field sheets to collect data, they will be more invested in filling them out on the
field trip. The sheets will be easier to use as they will know exactly what is required.
Each of the four groups of students will create a field sheet (or sheets) on which they will record the data
they collect as a group on the field trip.
Two types of data will be collected by each group on the field trip.
• Quantitative data are measurements made by instruments that can be analyzed by mathematical
operations.
• Qualitative data is descriptive and collected by our senses. It provides meaning and context that is
not conveyed by numbers alone.
Field Sheet Layout
• What information needs space at the top of the sheet so it can be recorded? (Group name, date,
location of field site)
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•
•
•
•

What headings should be used?
How can the field sheet be organized so there is a logical sequence or grouping of data?
How much space is needed for the data that will be recorded?
Is room needed for quick sketches?

Types of Data to Collect
The type of data that is collected on a field trip is dependent on the characteristics of the field trip site and
the number of students and adult helpers involved. You may wish to have all groups collect the same data, let
the groups decide what data they will collect or some combination of the two. Just ensure that groups are
taking some measurements with instruments and adding some descriptive notes.
Tell students that on the field trip they will be collecting data that can be used to assess prairie health. What
questions would students ask if they were inquiring about the health of a patch of native prairie? What
measurements or observations could be made of abiotic or biotic features that may affect its health?
When data, like weather conditions, soil moisture or composition of plant communities, is collected from one
location over many years, it provides a way to see trends or changes in native prairie ecosystems.
Use student-generated ideas, along with some of the following ideas which can be modified in many ways:
•

Weather survey: (cloud cover, wind speed and direction- use a wind sock and compass, air
temperature)

•

Plant survey: Take photos of flowers: on field sheet record photo number, location (GPS or
description), habitat type (ditch, slough edge, grassland, etc.). Classify the flowers as native or nonnative with the help of Elders, field guides and websites.

•

Hula hoop toss: Toss a hula hoop randomly. Inside the hoop is the study area. Measure biodiversity
by counting and classifying all the different kinds of organisms found. Use a magnifying class to see
tiny insects and other organisms.

•

Competition and succession: Woody shrubs and trees or invasive non-native plants can out-compete
native grasses and so can take over grassland habitat. Run a transect line through a transitional area
(bush to grassland, ditch with invasive plants to grassland). Measure the height of the different kinds
of plants (shrubs or invasive plants compared to native grasses) along the transect line. Taller plants
outcompete shorter ones for sunlight. Use a light meter to measure the light intensity above or under
plants.

•

Compare two habitats such as a hill top and a coulee, a slough edge and grassland, cropland and
grassland or other habitats. (One habitat could be studied by itself.)
o Describe the different plant communities.
o Assess the amount of plant litter present (none, little, lots)
o Record animals seen and their location (use signs of animals like tracks or feathers, as well.)
o Take soil cores, using a soil sampler, to measure depth of organic and other layers (if present)
and depth of any roots and assess texture (sand, clay, rocks) and colour. IT IS IMPORTANT TO
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o
o

PLUG ANY HOLES AND NOT LEAVE BARE SOIL FOR INVASIVE NON-NATIVE PLANT SEEDS TO
COLONIZE.
Assess soil moisture (wet, moist, dry)
Take soil and air temperatures

•

Assess human impacts (list and describe how an impact may affect the land or organisms)

•

Water Health Survey: If a field site has surface water, a water testing kit can be purchased (test
nitrates, dissolved oxygen, fecal coliforms, pH, temperature, etc.)

After the field trip the groups can compare data to note similarities and differences. Did the data collection
method have an effect on the data? Was does the data suggest about the health of the field site? What
human impacts have an effect on native prairie?

Let’s Do More…
Progress Monitoring
Teacher Reflection and Observation
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Unit 4: Summer
Summer is filled with possibilities! Take a road trip and visit educational
facilities, parks, cultural events that highlight native prairie or participate in
stewardship activities
Participants: Students, Elders, parents, other community members

About Summer Activities
Each summer, the Nature Conservancy of Canada hosts a number of volunteer days where students and
community members could get involved in further conservation efforts. There may also be opportunities for
cultural and outdoor/environmental education camps that students can be notified of and encouraged to
participate. Further information on possible summer activities can/will be provided by the current Learning
the Land coordinator, by calling or emailing:
Scott Fulton
NCC & T4EA Learning the Land Program Coordinator
Phone: 306-331-5554
Email: sfulton@educationalliance.ca
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Appendix 1: Pointers for Successful Field Trips
You will probably have a variety of native prairie sites from which to choose. Elders or other community
members may have locations that they would like the class to visit. If sites exist within walking distance of the
school, they could be visited more frequently.
•

Be aware of any potential hazards such as barbed wire, unstable slopes, thorny plants or cattle.

•

Encourage students to dress for the weather and terrain: jackets to cut the wind, caps to cool heads
on hot days, running shoes instead of flip-flops. Bring water bottles.

•

Check the weather forecast.

•

Bring adequate supervision.

•

Mosquitoes and ticks are annoying pests but DON’T apply repellents unless you know there is a
problem. The repellent is harmful to other prairie organisms.

•

Relax! Have fun. Each field trip will be different so watch for teachable moments as they arise—these
can be very memorable.

Field Trip Supply Checklist

✓

Item
Small first aid kit
Insect repellent
Sunblock
Water
Snacks
Camera
Audio and or visual recording equipment
Clipboards, paper, pencils
Student data sheets (Spring field trip)
Student equipment for collecting data (Spring field trip)
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Appendix 2: Protocols for Visiting Habitats of Sensitive Species
If your students visit habitats of sensitive species, extra care must be taken to avoid disturbance, especially at
certain times of the year. The reduction of reproductive success for these species can be fatal.
If something is rare, it tends to attract more attention and sometimes that attention causes damage. Some
people keep secret the location of some rare flowers in order to keep away those who would pick them or dig
them up because of their rarity. If people drove to a Greater Sage Grouse lekking area in hopes of seeing the
grouse dance, the lek would soon be abandoned. It is a sign of respect to give other organisms what they
need to survive.
The Government of Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment issues guidelines for companies that operate in
key habitats of sensitive species so disturbance is minimized. A “set-back distance,” the distance that an
activity must be away from a sensitive habitat area, is provided for each Species-at-Risk as well as when
activity is restricted.
Set-back distances are determined by the type of disturbance:
Low: Foot traffic, ATVs, vehicles under 1 ton, operating gas wells OR if critical, foot traffic only
Medium: Vehicles over 1 ton
High: road construction, seismic lines, drilling rigs, gravel pits, blasting
Saskatchewan Activity Restriction Guidelines for Sensitive Species can be found at:
http://www.environment.gov.sk.ca/adx/aspx/adxGetMedia.aspx?DocID=a3782315-6e7f-49c6-b7a2f62f677986b6&MediaID=063526ea-0037-411f-891d4c4862ede211&Filename=Saskatchewan+Activity+Restriction+Guidelines+for+Sensitive+Species.pdf&l=Englis
h
Have your students locate the guidelines given for the four SAR birds. Discuss why having such guidelines for
companies is important and how can they use this information in their own lives to protect Species-at-Risk.
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Learning the Land 7
Teacher’s Program Evaluation
School

Date
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The Teacher’s Manual provided all the needed
information.
The program was easy to deliver.
The program supports the curriculum objectives.
The program is age-appropriate.
Participation by Elders and other community members was
easy to get.
Elders and other community members made valuable
contributions to the program.
The students learned about the relationship between
Traditional Knowledge and native prairie.
The students improved in identifying and organizing key
information.
The students improved in working in groups to accomplish
tasks.
The students learned about stewardship.
The students had fun.
I would participate in this program again.

Comments about any statements in the table.
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1. Which lesson plans or activities had the greatest benefit for your students?

2. Which lesson plans or activities had the least benefit for your students?

3. Are there changes you would make to this resource package?

4. Is there other information or resource materials that would be useful?

5. Are you away of any Learning the Land activities taking place over the summer holidays?

6. Do you have any other comments?

Thank you for filling out this evaluation. Your assessment will help improve our program. Please mail in this resource
package with comments and/or fax in this evaluation to the contact below:
Treaty 4 Education Alliance c/o: Scott Fulton (Learning the Land Program Coordinator)
Box 1579
Fort Qu'Appelle, SK S0G 1S0
Cell: 1.306.331.5554
Fax: 1.306.332.2679
Email: sfulton@educationalliance.ca
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